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Create a clear job description

expectations before he or she accepts the promotion. Michael Watkins, author of The First 90 Days, lays out fo

newly promoted people need to master: business orientation, expectations alignment, political connection and cultural adaptat

A job description and interview should cover all of these areas to promote the best chance of success.
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mentor introduce the newly promoted person to stakeholders and other valuable resources. It’s critical the mentor understand
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Provide frequent feedback

this time to compliment successes and suggest course corrections. New workers should be encouraged to ask questions and

resolve concerns. Regular, frequent feedback opens communications and resolves problems when they are small and easi
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expectations. Cultivate success by communicating expectations on both sides. How long will it take for the new person to be u

and running? To master the work, the politics and the culture? To make the needed changes he or she is being hired for? When
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delegate more. Strengths may become weaknesses. Help newly promoted talent understand the new skills and master them.

Success may come more quickly with individualized training or c

more high-potential promotions can contribute. Each company will benefit from reviewing its promotion procedures to ensure it

consistently positions new hires and new promotions for success. To

the organization.

Companies will keep their best workers, resulting in less expense and wasted time. When newly promoted people quickly gain

confidence and expertise in their positions, it leads t
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